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Abstract

Software-based systems today are increasingly expected
to dynamically self-adapt to accommodate resource vari-
ability, changing user needs, and system faults. Recent work
uses closed-loop control based on external models to mon-
itor and adapt system behavior at run time. Taking this ex-
ternalized approach, the Rainbow framework we have de-
veloped uses software architectural models to dynamically
monitor and adapt a running system. A key goal of this
framework, and also a primary challenge, is to support the
reuse of adaptation strategies and infrastructure across dif-
ferent systems. In this paper, we show using two case studies
that the separation of a generic adaptation infrastructure
from system-specific adaptation knowledge enables Rain-
bow to be applied to different styles of systems.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Software-based systems today increasingly operate in
changing environments with variable user needs, resulting
in a continued rise of administrative overhead for manag-
ing these systems. Thus, systems are increasingly expected
to dynamically self-adapt to accommodate resource vari-
ability, changing user needs, and system faults. Although
mechanisms that support self-adaptation exist in the form of
programming language features and algorithms, most adap-
tation mechanisms found in existing systems are highly spe-
cific to the application and tightly bound to the code. This
“internalized” approach is brittle, costly to change, and dif-
ficult to reuse in a new system. In contrast, recent work uses
a closed-loop control based on external models and mecha-
nisms to monitor and adapt system behavior at run time to
achieve various goals [8, 15, 14, 20, 24].

In principle, the strength of externalized control mech-
anisms over “internalized mechanisms” lies in separating
the concerns of functionality from the concerns of “excep-
tional behaviors.” This separation of concerns allows the
effects of adaptation to be analyzed. The adaptation mech-
anisms can be modularized to facilitate modification and
extension. Furthermore, separating adaptation mechanisms

from an application enables this approach to be applied to
legacy systems where the source code may not be available.
Finally, modularized adaptation mechanisms enable reuse
and potentially reduce the cost of adding self-adaptation.

This externalized approach requires an appropriate
model of the system to allow reasoning about the sys-
tem’s behavior. Several researchers have proposed the use
of architectural models, which represent the system as a
gross composition of components and their interconnec-
tions. This approach is known as architecture-based self-
adaptation [8, 14, 24]. Among the many benefits, an ab-
stract architectural model can provide a global perspective
of the system and expose important system-level properties
and integrity constraints.

In our research, we have developed a framework, Rain-
bow, which uses architectural models to dynamically mon-
itor and adapt a running system, often at a fairly global,
module level. In previous work ([3]), we have demonstrated
the feasibility of Rainbow in dynamically adapting target
systems. One of the promises of Rainbow is to provide a
low-cost approach for adding self-adaptation capabilities to
a wide range of systems. Achieving this generality is the
primary challenge we address in this paper. Specifically, we
will show the extent of sharing or “reuse” of the framework
across different systems.

A key idea to enable reuse is to leverage the notion of
architectural style. Style specifies a vocabulary of compo-
nent and connector types and the rules of system compo-
sition, essentially capturing the units of change from sys-
tem to system. To support self-adaptation, different styles
will typically provide different metrics and strategic points
for observing, different techniques for reasoning about, and
different capabilities for adapting a system.

In this paper, we present the Rainbow approach and de-
scribe how we use software architectural style to separate
system-specific adaptation knowledge from the adaptation
infrastructure, thereby allowing principled reuse. We then
present two case studies that demonstrate the reuse of in-
frastructure across two systems with different styles.



2 The Rainbow Approach
The primary objective in designing the Rainbow framework
is to provide a principled, time-saving, and low-cost solu-
tion for software developers to add self-adaptation capabil-
ities to a wide range of systems. Figure 1 shows the control
loop of the Rainbow framework for self-adaptation. Rain-
bow monitors the run-time properties of an executing sys-
tem in the system-layer through an abstract model main-
tained by the model manager in the architecture layer. The
constraint evaluator checks the model for constraint viola-
tion and triggers the adaptation engine if a problem occurs.
The adaptation engine and the executor then perform adap-
tations on the running system. The architecture and system
layers interact through a translation layer.

Figure 1. The Rainbow framework.

2.1 Software architectures

In the Rainbow framework the architectural model of the
system is used to monitor and reason about the system.
The architecture of a software system is an abstract view
of the system as a composition of computational elements
and their interconnections [26]. An architectural model
represents the system architecture as a graph of interact-
ing components, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 This is the
core architectural representation scheme adopted by a num-
ber of architecture description languages (ADLs), including
Acme [12], xADL [7], and SADL [22]. Nodes in the graph
are termed components. They represent the principal com-
putational elements and data stores of the system: clients,
servers, databases, user interfaces, etc. Arcs are termed con-
nectors, and represent the pathways of interaction between
the components. A given connector may in general be real-
ized in a running system by a complex base of middleware
and distributed systems support.

1Although there are different views of architecture [6], we are primarily
interested in the component-connector view.

The use of a system’s architecture as a control model for
self-adaptation holds a number of potential promises. As
an abstract model, an architecture can provide a global per-
spective on the system and expose the important system-
level behaviors and properties. As a locus of high-
level system design decisions, an architectural model can
make a system’s topological and behavioral constraints ex-
plicit, thereby not only establishing an envelope of allowed
changes, but also helping to ensure the validity of a change.

Figure 2. Software architecture of a client-
server system.

Consider, for example, a web-based client-server sys-
tem with a group of clients requesting files from a set of
server farms. The architecture of the system, shown in Fig-
ure 2, is a client-server model that captures six Client com-
ponents and three ServerGroup components, each of which
encapsulates a number of Server components. In the figure,
we’ve shown the expansion of the first ServerGroup. The
Clients and a ServerGroup are joined by a communication
connector. This architectural model provides a global per-
spective on the system by revealing all the components and
how they are connected. The elements in the model contain
such important properties as the load of each Server, the
bandwidth of each connection, and the response-time that
each Client experiences. Furthermore, the model maintains
explicit constraints on the architecture that, for instance, re-
quires each Client to connect to exactly one ServerGroup.
The constraints establish an envelope of allowed changes
by ensuring, for example, that no future changes to the sys-
tem leaves a Client dangling without connection. A change
to the system is valid if the system satisfies the constraints
after the change.

2.2 Reusable units of Rainbow
To fulfill Rainbow’s objective, the various components of
the framework need to be reusable from system to system.
To identify what parts of the framework can be reusable, and
under what circumstances, we divide the framework into
an adaptation infrastructure and the system-specific adap-



tation knowledge (see Figure 1), described next. The adap-
tation infrastructure, divided into system, architecture, and
translation layers, provides common functionalities across
self-adapting systems and are therefore reusable, while the
adaptation knowledge may be more difficult to reuse.

System-layer infrastructure. At the system layer, we have
defined the necessary system access interface and built an
infrastructure that implements the interface. A system mea-
surement mechanism, realized as probes, observes and mea-
sures various states of the system. The system informa-
tion may be published by or queried from the probes. A
resource discovery mechanism can be queried for new re-
sources based on resource type and other criteria. An effec-
tor mechanism carries out the actual system modification.
Architecture-layer infrastructure. At the architecture
layer, gauges aggregate information from the probes and
update the appropriate properties in the model. A model
manager manages and provides access to the architectural
model of the system. A constraint evaluator checks the
model periodically and triggers adaptation if a constraint vi-
olation occurs. An adaptation engine determines the course
of action and carries out the necessary adaptation.
Translation infrastructure. A translation infrastructure
helps to mediate the mapping of information across the ab-
straction gap from the system to the model and vice versa.
A translation repository within the infrastructure maintains
various mappings shared by the translator components to,
for example, translate an architectural-level element identi-
fier into an IP address or an architectural-level change oper-
ator into some system-level operations.
System-specific adaptation knowledge. To add self-
adaptation to a system, the adaptation infrastructure needs
to be tailored using the system-specific adaptation knowl-
edge, which includes the types and properties of compo-
nents, behavioral constraints, and strategies for adaptation.

Ideally, all of the adaptation infrastructure should be
reusable across systems. However, the generality of the
framework comes at a cost: a significant amount of system-
specific knowledge needs to be specified to apply the frame-
work to different systems. To address this, we show that
the notion of architectural style, discussed next, will al-
low reuse of a large portion of system-specific adaptation
knowledge between systems in similar domains. More-
over, the supporting architectural description language and
development-time toolsets for defining the architectural
models and tailoring self-adaptation should also be com-
pletely reusable.

2.3 Architectural style
Traditionally in the software engineering community, archi-
tectural styles have been used at design time to help encode
and express system-specific knowledge in the system archi-

tectures. An architectural style characterizes a family of
systems related by shared structural and semantic proper-
ties, and typically provides four sets of things [2, 21]:

Types. A These define a vocabulary of element types, in-
cluding component types such as Database, Client, Server,
Filter; connector types such as Sql, Http, Rpc, Pipe; and
component and connector interface types.

Rules. These are constraints that determine the permitted
composition of the elements instantiated from the types.
For example, the rules might prohibit cycles in a particular
pipe-filter style, or define a compositional pattern such as a
starfish arrangement of a blackboard system or a pipelined
decomposition of a compiler. Rules may also take on the
more lenient form of heuristics (e.g., to guide system adap-
tation).

Properties. These are attributes characteristic of element
types in a style to provide analytic and sometimes be-
havioral or semantic information. For instance, load and
service-time properties might be characteristic of Servers
in a performance-specific client-server style, while transfer-
rate might be a common property in a Pipe of a pipe-filter
style.
Analyses. Analyses make use of properties and are per-
formed on systems built in that style. Examples include per-
formance analysis using queueing theory for a client-server
system [27] and schedulability analysis for a real-time ori-
ented style.

These four sets capture the static attributes of the sys-
tem. Supporting run-time adaptation also requires capturing
the dynamic attributes of the system, both in terms of what
operations can be done on the system, as well as how the
operations can be applied. Therefore, we need to augment
the notion of architectural style with operators and strate-
gies for adaptation, resulting in an extended notion we call
an adaptation style.

Operators. These include adaptation operators defined for
particular element types, and query operators defined for el-
ement properties. Adaptation operators determine a set of
style-specific actions that may be performed on elements of
a system to alter its configuration. For example, a service-
coalition style might define operators AddService or Re-
moveService to add or remove a service from a system con-
figuration in this style. Query operators allow values of sys-
tem properties to be retrieved on demand.
Strategies. A strategy, defined in terms of operators and
properties, prescribes how to adapt a system in response to
an undesirable condition. For instance, a service-coalition
system may have a system-wide cost constraint. Upon vio-
lating it, an adaptation strategy might progressively replace
the most costly service with lower-grade service until the
overall cost is once again within bounds.



Although strategies use operators and properties of an
adaptation style to adapt systems in that style, they are de-
signed for particular system concerns. A system concern
refers to a related set of system requirements (e.g., perfor-
mance, cost, or reliability) and determines the set of system
properties on which self-adaptation should be focused, and
hence the set of strategies. For a system, the properties de-
termined by the system concern is a subset of the properties
in that system’s style. For example, a client-server system
may have a style that includes load, bandwidth, and cost
properties while a particular performance concern on the
system focuses only on the load and bandwidth properties.

Adaptation style and system concern together comprise
two important dimensions of variability from system to sys-
tem. Reuse of the system-specific adaptation knowledge in
the framework will depend on how similar two systems are
in terms of their styles and their system concerns. More
specifically, types, properties, adaptation strategies, and ar-
chitectural operators may be reusable if the style and con-
cerns of the two systems match.

3 Adaptation Reuse

In this section, we present two case study systems that have
different adaptation styles but share the same system con-
cern. We show how the various units of the Rainbow frame-
work get reused across the two prototyped systems. We also
describe the implementation of the adaptation infrastructure
and present some preliminary evaluation results.

3.1 Web-based client-server system

The first case study system (see Figure 2) consists of a set of
web clients, each of which makes stateless requests of con-
tents from one of several groups of web servers. The client
and server components are implemented in Java and provide
RMI interfaces for the effectors to perform adaptation op-
erations. Clients connected to a server group send requests
to the shared request queue of the group, and servers that
belong to the group grab requests from the queue.

The primary system concern is performance, or, more
specifically, the response time experienced by the clients.
An analysis of the system using queueing theory identifies
that the server load and available bandwidth are two prop-
erties that affect the response time [4].

Based on the system concern and the analysis above, a
client-server style is defined for the system. The major parts
of the style are presented below (for simplicity, not every-
thing is shown, e.g., some operators are omitted).

� Types: ClientT, ServerT, ServerGroupT, LinkT.
� Properties: ClientT.responseTime, ServerT.load,

ServerGroupT.load, LinkT.bandwidth.
� Operators:

– ServerGroupT.addServer(): finds and adds an
available ServerT to a ServerGroupT to increase
the capacity.

– ClientT.move(ServerGroupT toGroup): discon-
nects ClientT from its current ServerGroupT, then
connects ClientT to the �����	����
� ServerGroupT.

One example adaptation strategy based on the concern
and analysis is as follows:

invariant C : responseTime ��� maxResponseTime���
responseTimeStrategy(C);

strategy responseTimeStrategy (C : ClientT) �
let G : ServerGroupT = findConnectedServerGroup(C);
if (query(”load”, G) � maxServerLoad) �

G.addServer();
return true;�

let conn : LinkT = findConnector(C, G);
if (query(”bandwidth”, conn) � minBandwidth) �

let G : ServerGroupT = findBestServerGroup(C);
C.move(G);
return true;�

return false;�
This adaptation strategy is used by the adaptation engine

at run time to maintain the invariant that each client’s per-
ceived response time is less than a pre-defined maximum
response time. If the invariant is violated, the adaptation
engine executes the strategy as follows. First, if the load of
the current server group exceeds a pre-defined threshold, a
server is added to the group to decrease the load and there-
fore decrease the response time. Otherwise, if the available
bandwidth between the client and the current server group
is too low, the client is moved to another group, resulting in
higher available bandwidth (and lower response time).

3.2 Video-conferencing system
The second example system is a video-conferencing session
that has a set of participating users (Figure 3). Some par-
ticipants use the Vic/SDR video conferencing tools, which
use IP multicast. Some participants use NetMeeting, which
speaks the H.323 protocol and only uses unicast. Other
participants use a handheld device, which runs a slightly
modified version of Vic. In addition, since a handheld de-
vice does not have the capability to perform protocol ne-
gotiation, a handheld proxy (HHP) is needed to join the
conferencing session on behalf of each handheld user. A
video conferencing gateway (VGW) [17] that supports both
H.323 and the Session Initiation Protocol is used to translate
the protocols for NetMeeting and Vic users, Finally, to al-
low efficient communication among all participants across
wide-area networks, the system uses an end-system multi-
cast (ESM) overlay (specifically, Narada [5]) consisting of
a number of ESM proxies to provide the multicast function-
ality.



Figure 3. Video-conferencing system

The system concern here includes both performance and
cost. For example, one goal is to maintain sufficient avail-
able bandwidth between the handheld user and the handheld
proxy. Another example is that through analysis, the gate-
way is identified as the main contributor to the total cost.
Therefore, another goal is to keep the unit cost of the gate-
way low (e.g., if there is only one remaining NetMeeting
user, switch to a low-cost gateway).

Based on the system concern and analysis above, a
video-conferencing style is defined for the system. The ma-
jor parts of the style are presented below (for simplicity, not
everything is shown).

� Types: VicT, NetMeetingT, HandheldT, GatewayT,
HandheldProxyT, ESMProxyT, ConnectionT� Properties: GatewayT.cost, GatewayT.load, Connec-
tionT.bandwidth� Operators:

– HandheldT.move(HandheldProxyT toHHP):
switches handheld user to a new handheld proxy.

– NetMeetingT.move(GatewayT toVGW): switches
NetMeeting user to a new video gateway.

Two example adaptation strategies (expressed in pseudo-
code) based on the concern and analysis are:

invariant HH : available bandwidth between handheld user HH
and its handheld proxy HHP � minHHBandwidth���

HHBandwidthStrategy(HH);

invariant VGW : (VGW.cost / number of NM users)��� maxVGWUnitCost���
VGWCostStrategy(VGW);

strategy HHBandwidthStrategy (HH : HandheldT) �
let HHP1 : HandheldProxyT = findBestHHP(HH);
HH.move(HHP1);
return true;�

strategy VGWCostStrategy (VGW : GatewayT) �
let VGW1 : GatewayT = the gateway with the lowest cost

that can handle the current load;
if ((query(”cost”, VGW1) / number of NM users)

� maxVGWUnitCost) �
for each NetMeeting user U of VGW �

U.move(VGW1);�
return true;�

return false;�

At run time, when an invariant is violated, the corre-
sponding adaptation strategy is executed by the adaptation
engine. For example, when the available bandwidth be-
tween the handheld user and the handheld proxy becomes
too low, the handheld user is moved to a better handheld
proxy. When the unit cost of the gateway ����� becomes
too high (e.g., when a NetMeeting user leaves the session),
the NetMeeting users connected to ����� are switched to
the lowest-cost gateway that can handle the load.

3.3 Discussion of reuse

Now we discuss how the three layers of the adaptation in-
frastructure and the various parts of style (representing the
system-specific adaptation knowledge) are reused across
the two case study systems.

3.3.1 System-layer infrastructure

Effectors. Effectors are component-specific, i.e., an effec-
tor is capable of performing adaptation operations on a par-
ticular type of component. For example, an effector for
the video conferencing gateway knows how to activate and
shutdown a gateway. Our system-layer infrastructure pro-
vides a reusable interface for accessing the effectors, for
example, the adaptation engine/executor can issue an “acti-
vate” operation (e.g., on either a gateway or a web server) by
invoking the corresponding function provided by the system
API. The system-layer infrastructure then dispatches the op-
eration to the appropriate effector (e.g., a gateway effector
or a web server effector) based on the type of the target com-
ponent. Since the two case study systems do not share any
component types, their effectors cannot be reused.
Probes. As mentioned earlier, probes measure system
properties and provide the information to the model man-
ager through push-based (monitoring) or pull-based (query-
ing) methods. In order for the constraint evaluator to check
whether the invariants remain true, probes periodically up-
date the relevant properties in the model, for example, each
client’s perceived response time or available bandwidth for
the handheld user. In addition, adaptation strategies often
need to query some additional information, for example, the
server group load and the cost of the new gateway. There-
fore, for our case study systems the system-layer infrastruc-
ture provides probes that measure the following properties
of various system components: response time, load, and
bandwidth. Among these, the load and bandwidth probes
are reused across the two systems since these two proper-



ties are of interest in both systems.
Resource discovery. A resource discovery mechanism is
needed by the adaptation engine to, for example, find avail-
able components to replace existing ones as directed by the
adaptation strategy. For instance, for the video conferenc-
ing system, the first strategy finds a handheld proxy com-
ponent that has the most available bandwidth for the hand-
held user. The second strategy finds a video conferencing
gateway component that supports both Vic users and Net-
Meeting users and has the lowest cost. Our system-layer
infrastructure supports resource discovery based on compo-
nent type and other desired component attributes.

3.3.2 Architecture-layer infrastructure

At the architecture layer of the framework, the adaptation
style specifies the types, properties, and rules of the model
instance that is managed by the model manager. The model
manager, constraint evaluator, and adaptation engine are
reused. Gauges for the shared properties of load and band-
width are reused to aggregate information from the corre-
sponding probes and update the appropriate properties in
the model.

3.3.3 Translation infrastructure

The translation layer is needed to bridge the abstraction gap
between the model and the system. For example, when
the adaptation engine performs resource discovery to find a
video conferencing gateway, the translation layer must map
the architectural type “GatewayT” to the system-level com-
ponent type “sysGateway” that is used by the system-layer
resource discovery mechanism. Another example is that
when the adaptation engine applies the connect operator to
two elements (e.g., a NetMeeting user and a gateway) in
the architectural model, the translation layer must map them
(e.g., represented by element identifiers in the model) to ac-
tual machines (e.g., represented by IP addresses and port
numbers) in the system. As mentioned earlier, the transla-
tion layer handles four kinds of mappings. These mappings
are stored in an entity called translation repository, and the
actual translation is performed by the translators. Although
the mappings are system-specific, the repository and trans-
lators are reused.

3.3.4 System-specific adaptation knowledge

The two case study systems differ in adaptation styles, but
share the same system concern, i.e., the adaptation is con-
cerned with maintaining performance. The concern man-
ifests itself in the properties of each style, so sharing the
same concern means that we can reuse the knowledge about
the shared properties (load and bandwidth). Part of the
knowledge is the translation mappings used to map system
properties to architectural properties defined by the style.
For properties that need to be aggregated by the gauges

(e.g., average latency), the aggregation knowledge (e.g., al-
gorithm) can also be reused.

From the two case studies, we conjecture a more general
way of determining what system-specific adaptation knowl-
edge in the framework can be reused in terms of the two
dimensions of adaptation style and system concerns, sum-
marized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of framework reuse

Style Concern Reuse
1 different different Adaptation infrastructure

2 different same
Adaptation infrastructure,
Properties, Mappings

3 same different
Adaptation infrastructure,
Types, Rules, Mappings,
Adaptation operators

4 same same

Adaptation infrastructure,
Types, Rules,
Properties, Mappings,
Adaptation operators

3.4 Implementation and Evaluation

In addition to the two case study systems above, we have
implemented a prototype of the Rainbow self-adaptation
framework. At the system level, we use the global net-
work positioning (GNP) approach [23] for estimating net-
work latency, the Remos tool [9] for measuring bandwidth,
and the network-sensitive service discovery (NSSD) mech-
anism [18] for resource discovery. We implemented probes
that obtained information from GNP and the Remos tool.

The architecture-layer entities are implemented in Java
based on the set of Acme architectural design tools devel-
oped previously [25]. Performance-property gauges were
implemented to read values from the probes and update the
model manager’s model via two event broadcast buses [13].

For the translation infrastructure, the translation repos-
itory provides a Java RMI interface for the translators to
store and retrieve the mappings needed for translation.
Some translators are standalone entities, while others are in-
tegrated modules of system-layer or architecture-layer enti-
ties. Communications within the framework use XML mes-
sages over Java RMI.

As an approximation, we use code size as one measure
of reuse to evaluate the Rainbow approach. The size of the
Rainbow prototype—including the adaptation mechanism,
model manager, gauge and probes and their infrastructure,
translation infrastructure, and system-layer infrastructure
that we implemented—is 105 kilo-lines of code (KLoCs),
with a breakdown of 86, 12, and 7 KLoCs for the architec-
ture, system, and translation layers, respectively. Of these,
the reused code for the adaptation infrastructure is about



103 KLoCs (98.2%). In addition, 73 KLoCs of tool and
utility were reused.

Two other important aspects to evaluate are the effec-
tiveness of self-adaptation and the performance of the Rain-
bow framework. We have already reported on the effective-
ness of self-adaptation in previous work using the client-
server system [4]. The results demonstrate that when the
response time for a client exceeds the pre-defined thresh-
old, the framework is able to detect the problem, perform
the appropriate adaptation (adding a server or switching
server group), and bring the response time below or near
the threshold. We then use the video conferencing system
to measure the performance of the framework in two adapta-
tion scenarios. The elapsed time for adaptation at the archi-
tecture, translation, and system layers are, respectively, 230,
300, and 1600 ms for one scenario, and 330, 900, and 1500
ms for another scenario. We believe the performance is rea-
sonable, for the inevitable overhead incurred at the system
layer is higher than the other two layers combined.

4 Discussion

The Rainbow approach rests on a couple of important as-
sumptions. One assumption is that for any target system, the
framework has access to some measurement, resource dis-
covery, and effecting mechanisms to observe and change the
system. We believe this assumption is reasonable because
a growing number of measurement tools and infrastructures
are able to provide measurement or information about com-
mon component properties, such as network bandwidth and
latency measurements. Several different resource discovery
protocols and infrastructure exist that can discover new ser-
vices and resources for a system. Likewise, effector tech-
nologies are emerging to support dynamic changes to run-
ning system components (e.g., Workflakes [16]). Also, for
many legacy systems, it is conceivable to use wrappers to
add hooks for making system changes.

Another assumption is that there are probes to provide
information about any system properties and gauges to ag-
gregate the information and update model properties. This
assumption depends on the APIs of the gauges and probes
being well-defined. We anticipate that there would be ex-
ternal developers who specialize in developing gauges and
probes for various purposes. Furthermore, any of the mea-
surement tools mentioned above may also implement the
Probe API (or be wrapped) to serve as probes. Then devel-
opers of self-adapting systems can plug in any gauge and
probe to suit their needs [13].

Finally, the work presented in this paper is inherently
centralized, where monitoring and adaptation are performed
in a centralized fashion within a single Rainbow instance.
Making this assumption has allowed us to focus on core is-
sues of self-adaptation, namely monitoring, detection, res-
olution, and adaptation. At the same time, there may be

concerns of scalability and single point of failure. However,
the Rainbow framework may be applied in a distributed set-
ting. For example, one might apply instances of Rainbow to
adapt multiple subsystems of a distributed system, then co-
ordinate those instances toward an overall adaptation goal.
The coordination and other distributed computing issues are
future research problems.

5 Related Work

IBM’s Autonomic Computing initiative categorizes self-
managing systems as self-configuring (to adapt automati-
cally to dynamically changing environments), self-healing
(to discover, diagnose, and react to disruptions), self-
optimizing (to monitor and tune resources automatically),
and self-protecting (to anticipate, detect, identify, and pro-
tect themselves from any attacks) [10]. Rainbow uses a soft-
ware architecture approach to support self-configuring and
self-healing.

The notion of architectural style has helped to capture
units of reuse in software engineering at system design time.
A notable example is an attribute-based architectural style
(ABAS), which forms a reusable “pre-analyzed” software
architecture part [19]. Our research extends this support of
reuse to the context of run-time system self-adaptation.

Most closely related to this research is a collection of
recent work that uses an externalized approach to dynam-
ically monitor and adapt a running system. They focus
on the use of specific styles (together with their associ-
ated ADLs and toolsets) to support architecture-based self-
adaptation. For example, Taylor and colleagues use hier-
archical publish-subscribe via C2 [8, 24]; Gorlick and col-
leagues use data-flow style via Weaves [15]; and Magee and
colleagues use bi-directional communication links via Dar-
win and have even proposed a distributed self-organizing
system where components coordinate toward a common ar-
chitectural structure [20, 14]. In contrast, our framework is
not bound to a particular architectural style and can poten-
tially be applied to different styles of systems.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have demonstrated the generality of the
Rainbow framework for architecture-based self-adaptation
based on two case study systems. We showed that the adap-
tation infrastructure of the framework—including the mea-
surement and resource discovery mechanisms; the model
manager, constraint evaluator, and adaptation engine and
executor; and the translation infrastructure—can be reused
across different systems. We analyzed the case study sys-
tems to derive their styles and concerns, which are used
to tailor the framework. We further derived guidelines to
reason about when to reuse the system-specific adaptation
knowledge. Since the concepts of styles and concerns are



fairly general, we believe that most systems can be analyzed
for styles and concerns, and our framework can provide a
low-cost approach to add self-adaptation to these systems.
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